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Abstract-A linear time-dependent model of the urban heat island circulation is developed for use in
situations with a marked inversion. It has the external and first-internal gravity wave modes as basic dynamic
ingredients (the inversion is treated as a `free' surface). The background wind field may vary with height and in
time, and the Coriolis acceleration, though not important in most cases, is taken into account.

The model equations are formulated in two-D (horizontal) Fourier space, permitting a fully implicit
scheme to be used. Large time steps can then be employed, so that the external mode is implicitly in balance,
while the internal mode slowly evolves. The value of the model lies in its efficiency: with 1600 two-D Fourier
components and a 1-h time step, a 10-h integration typically takes 20 s of central processor time on a Cyber
175. The model is thus suitable for use in connection with operational air quality models running on smaller
computers. Another advantage over more complete mesoscale atmospheric models is that initialization is
very simple.

Various examples are discussed to illustrate the performance of the model.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the urban heat island circulation
has been recognized for a long time, and in recent years
a very large numbers of papers dealing with its
observational and theoretical aspects have been pub-
lished. To name a few: Clark (1969), Tyson et al. (1972),
Angell et al. (1971), Oke (1973, 1984), Delage and
Taylor (1970), Shrefer (1978), Hjelmfelt (1978) and
Lee (1979).

It is generally agreed that two factors contribute in a
significant way to temperature differences between
rural and urban regions, namely (i) heat production by
human activities (typically 50 W m - 2 for a large city in
winter), and (ii) different radiative and thermal pro-
perties of the city, leading to another heat balance and
delay effects. It depends on the time of day and the
prevailing weather conditions.

From a practical point of view, the circulation
generated by the heat island is of interest because of its
influence on the dispersion of air pollution. Under
stable and calm conditions, the urban heat island
circulation becomes very important with regard to
transport and mixing. Air quality models are used
more and more to understand and monitor the
distribution of atmospheric pollutants. Depending on
the degree of sophistication, such models require
meteorological input data like mixing coefficients,
humidity, radiative fluxes, and large-scale wind fields.
In many cases the wind field can be taken from
synoptic data, and together with the temperature
stratification mixing coefficients can be determined
using parameterization scheme.

However, critical situations normally occur when

the synoptic-scale flow is weak, and the stratification is
stable. Then the locally-induced circulations come into
play, and a hydrodynamic model has to be used to
obtain a prediction of the wind field. Thus, any air-
quality model meant to operate for such conditions
should in some way be coupled to a mesoscale
atmospheric model. If a sufficiently efficient model is
available, runs for many different circumstances may
lead to better planning. Least critical areas for indus-
trial activities, for instance, can then be found by
Monte Carlo techniques. One problem of this ap-
proach is that the `normal' nonlinear mesoscale models
are not easy to use. They require very long central
processor times (so they can only be handled on large
computers), and initialization is a problem in itself.

In view of this, it seems worthwhile to search for
simpler models that nevertheless reproduce the essen-
tial characteristics of the urban heat island circulation
for various large-scale weather conditions. In this
paper an attempt is made to develop such a model. It is
based on the following considerations:

(i) circulations are generally weak, so linearization
around a basic state is appropriate;

(ii) in situations of interest, large-scale subsidence
has caused the presence of an inversion at a low
level, restricting the depth of the circulation;

(iii) the flow can be considered to be incompressible
and hydrostatic;

(iv) since the inversion restricts the depth of the
circulation, inflow and outflow will very quickly
be found over roughly equal depths (half of the
inversion height), except when the stratification
varies strongly below the inversion;

(v) spectral expansion of the variables (in two-D
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Fourier space) allows a fully implicit scheme to
be used for time integration.

These arguments naturally lead to a two-layer model
with a free surface, thus being able to support the
external and first internal gravity wave mode. The basic
state is uniform in the horizontal, but may change in
time. In the formulation presented here the depth,
background wind and thermal stratification may be
different in the two layers. The effect of wind veering
with height, for example, can therefore be studied.

In section 2 a simple analysis for a single Fourier
component is carried out to set the stage. The results
found in that calculation are not new, but show in a
compact and simple way which mechanisms dampen
the circulation in a significant way. It will turn out that
in most situations the cooling due to upward motion
over the heat source is the dominant process. It also
becomes clear that the Coriolis acceleration plays an
insignificant role, unless the depth of the circulation
becomes of the order of a few km and the thermal
stratification is weak.

The time-dependent numerical model is formulated
in section 3. The basic equations in wavenumber space
are given, but the method of solution is only indicated
schematically. Examples of numerical experiments are
discussed in section 4, and further comments concern-
ing applicability and possible improvements are found
in section 5.

2. AN ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATION OF THE HEAT
ISLAND CIRCULATION

We consider a model atmosphere of height 2h. It has
two layers and the upper bound is interpreted as a free
surface (see Fig. 1 for indexing of the variables). With
linear exchange of momentum between the two layers,
and between the lower layer and the surface, the
momentum equations read (for shallow Boussinesq
flow, e.g. Dutton, 1976):

dul 1 aPo 1 ap

dt R* [ ax 2hg ax - ka(ul - u3)

-kbul +f vl

dv1 1 aPo 1 ap

y
y adt R*( hga - V3)

(1)

-kbvl -f ul (2)

inversion

4

-2

du3

dt

1 apo 3 ap {

R ax 2hg ax -ka (u3 -ul)+J V3

(3)

du3 aPo 3 ap
dt R* ay 2hgay

(4)

Here u1 and u3 are the x-(eastward) velocities in the
lower and upper layer, and v1 and v3 the y-(northward)
velocities. R* is a constant reference density, g gravi-
tational acceleration, f Coriolis parameter, Po surface
pressure perturbation and p density perturbation
(assumed to be independent of height in this simple
calculation).

In shallow incompressible flow, the surface pressure
perturbation is linearly proportional to the vertical
displacement of the upper surface relative to its
equilibrium position, so

dpo alll av1 au3 av3

dt - -fhS
ax

+ ay + ax
+ay

. (5)

Here 6 denotes the density difference across the upper
surface. The density is obtained from the thermody-
namic equation for shallow circulations:

dp
at = -w2y-kc(P-po)

hYraul

+
av'

/ax au -kc(P -Po)

where
ap* c" R*2

az +c
P*P

(6)

Forcing of the set (1) to (6) is through the surface
density perturbation po. We suppose that po is of the
form Re[Qo exp(imx)], and search for the steady-state
solution. Denoting the amplitudes of p, Po, ul, u3, v1, v3
by Q, P, U1, U3, V1, V3, respectively, the resulting
spectral equations read:

a1i P+12RgQ-(ka+kb)Ul+kaU3+fV1 0

(7)

-(k8 +kb)Vi +ka V3, -f U1 = 0 (8)

-imP+
2R*

3imhg

R*
* Q-kaU3

+kIUt +fV3 = 0 (9)

-kaV3+kaVi-fU3=0 (10)

imhyU, -kcQ+k,Q0 = 0 (11)

U1+U3=0. (12)

The pressure is easily eliminated by subtracting (9)
from (7). With (12) and elimination of Q through (11)
we find:-h2-----------1 -imhg m2h2gY

R* Qo+ R*k Ul -(4ka+kb)Ul
c

Fig. 1. + f (Vl - V3) = 0. (13)
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Vi - V3 equals f Ui /ka, so the solution of Ui becomes:

U =
imhgQo/R*

i mh2gy
+4ka+kb+f2/ka

(14)

Before discussing this expression we assume that all
vertical mixing is of a diffusive nature, i.e. of the form
D 82X /8z2, where D is diffusivity and X any dependent
variable. With a finite difference approximation in the
vertical, as used here, this term scales as DIP. For the
present discussion it is therefore useful to replace ki by
DIP. One can argue that linear diffusion is not a very
good description of mixing in atmospheric flow be-
cause it is generally turbulent. However, two points
should be kept in mind. In the first place, the flow is
linearized around a basic state. In practice one will
therefore set the drag proportional to background
velocity squared, i.e. apply larger mixing coefficients
when the background flow is stronger. This essentially
retains the nonlinear character of the drag. In the
second place, the circulation is externally forced by a
spatially varying heat flux. The complexity of the
solution probably depends more on the irregularity of
the forcing than on nonlinear effects. Thus, it is
doubtful whether a nonlinear treatment of the secon-
dary (i.e. heat island) flow will lead to a significant
improvement, in view of the much more expensive
numerical techniques that would be required.

At this point, we assume all diffusivities to be equal
for simplicity. Scaling U, with D/h, the nondimen-
sional solution can be written as

h -imh4gQo/(5R*D2)
Ul = U, D = m2h6 4f 2 (15)

5R*D2 + gp +

First, it is obvious that ul is always 90° out of phase
with respect to po. Since, for a stable stratification, y is
negative, all terms in the denominator of (15) are
positive and thus represent damping mechanisms to
the thermally induced circulation. These mechanisms
are adiabatic cooling over the heat source, reduction of
inflow by the Coriolis acceleration, and diffusion ( = 1
because the diffusive time scale is in fact used to
nondimensionalize time). The relative importance of
these factors depends on the depth of the circulation
2h, the wavelength L = 2n/m, and the diffusivity D. It
is instructive to consider this in somewhat more detail.

We first have a look at the reduction of inflow by the
Coriolis acceleration. Table 1 shows values of 2h for
which the term ha f 2/(5D2) equals 1, for f = 10-4 s-'.
Apparently, when the urban heat island circulation is
only a few hundreds of meters deep, the Coriolis
acceleration plays an unimportant role. The ratio of
the Coriolis effect to the stratification effect is

-m2h2gy/(R*f 2). (16)

For typical conditions for an urban heat island circu-
lation, it turns out that this non-dimensional number is
of the order 10-100 (with L = 20 km, h = 400 m, y

Table 1. Depth (2h) of the heat
island circulation for which the
stabilizing effects of vertical
mixing and Coriolis acceleration

are equally large

D (m2 s- 1) 2h (m)

0.1 95
0.5 210
1 300

5 668

10 944

25 1494

The Coriolis parameter was
set to 10-4s-1.

ki =f/. 5.
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= 10- s kg m - 4, for example, we find 156). So in most
cases the stratification will be the most important
limiting factor, and the solution for Ul is:

-iQ0D
Ul = mh3y (17)

In practice h will be half of the inversion height, and D
decreases with increasing stability. So stronger circu-
lations are expected when the stratification is less
stable, the inversion is low, and when the horizontal
scale of the heat source is large.

It should be noted that the Coriolis acceleration
does not dampen the motion but simply turns the wind
vector. It can easily be shown that the mean kinetic
energy equals:

KE = gR*Ui (2+f2/ka). (18)

So, irrespective of the effect of the stratification, the
Coriolis acceleration will lead to large values of KE
when ka is small compared to f.

The analysis carried out here is of course very
schematic. A single Fourier component does not
adequately resolve the forcing associated with an
urban heat island. Also, the effect of background flow
has not been taken into account. One should regard
this model as the simplest one possible that still reveals
the basic dependence of the urban heat island circu-
lation on such factors as stability, vertical mixing,
horizontal scale and inversion height.

3. A LINEAR MODEL WITH BACKGROUND FLOW

In this section a model is developed which is time-
dependent, has any desired horizontal resolution and
describes the perturbation circulation relative to a
mean state. The vertical configuration is the same as in
the preceding section, except for the density field,
which is now calculated at level 1 and level 3. The mean
state is characterized by u?, v i , u 3, v 3, R *, R 3, y ?` and
Y3. Note that the background flow is thus allowed to
turn with height. The formulation will also be some-
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what more general by using different thicknesses for
the layers 0-2(h1) and 2-4 (h3).

To make an efficient integration in time possible, an
implicit scheme, allowing large time steps, will be
employed. For a domain of N to N grid points, this
leaves us with 14 x N 2 linear equations that have to be
solved simultaneously. However, by solving the equa-
tions in Fourier space this problem is reduced to
solving a set of 14 equations NZ times. For practical
applications, a time step of 30 or 60 min will be used,
which implies that the external mode is to a large extent
in balance with the forcing while the internal mode is
slowly evolving. The formulation given below is for a
reference state that is uniform over the domain. The
reference state may change in time, however.

The model equations read:
au,_ au, au, _ 1

OP.s __
at

+u1 ax+v*ay v1 _ R*ax+

gh, Op,

dt

3 3 2R

dR,R 1

gh, aP, -k (v1 -v3)-k v,a b2RI ay

au3 au3 au, 1 apo
at +U1 ax

+vi ay =fv3 - R; ax +
gh, ap1 gh3 ap3
RI ax + 2RI ax - ka(u3 - u1) (21)

av3 av3 av3 apo gh,
at

+u;
ax + v

ay
- fu3

R* aY + R

aa' +u1
a +v* ?` +w1Y = -ka(P1 -P3)

aY

x
-kb(P, _PO) (23)

3

OPA P3
at+u1` a-+v; ay +w3YI = -ka(P3_P1)

(24)

ON ON ON au, aV.

at
+u ax + vay -gdh, I ax + aY

gbh3 (+ij.
Y/

Each dependent variable is now expanded in a two-D
Fourier series with time-dependent coefficients.
Splitting the coefficients (denoted by capitals) in real
(suffix R) and imaginary (suffix i) parts, a set of 14
equations is obtained for each Fourier component
(m, n). These equations are:

dU1R _(mui+nv*)U,i+(ka+kb)U,R-fVIR-R*Pa+
2R*,Rli-kaU3R=0 (26)

da
+(mu#+nu*)U,R+(ka+kb'U,i-fV,i+R* POR- R1 R,R-kaU3i = 0 (27)

da,R -(mu*+nv*)VIi+(ka+kb)VIR+fU,R-R*
Poi+

R
R,i-kaV3R =0 (28)

1

d
+(mu*+nv*)VIR+(ka+kb)V,i-fU,i+R* POR- R' R,R-kaV3i =0 (29)

1 1

dU3R - mu m mgh1
dt( 3 +nv`)U3i +kaU3R -fV3R - R,, Poi + R- R,i + 2R

R3i -kaU,R = 0 (30)

ddU31+(muT+nv1)U3R+kaU31-fV3i+ m
PoR --

nigh,
- RIR-mgh3-kaU,i=0 (31)R* 2RI

--
- (mud' +nv `)V3i +ka V3R +f U3R - n Pa +

ngh,

R,i +
ngh3

ka VIR = 0 (32)RI R; 2R

d a 3
1 + ( m u + nv)V3R+kaV3i+fU3i+RPOR-

(33)

- (mu* +nv*)R,i + (ka +kb)RIR -kaR3R + 2 Y* (mU,i +n Vu) = kbRoR

-k (u -u )-k u (19)
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dRl; 1

dt
+(mu*+nvr`)RIR+(ka+kb)Rli-kaR3i-2yT(MUIR+nVIR)=kbRa (35)

dR3R _
(3 mu+nv )R3i +kaR3R -kaRti +y3[h1 (mUli +nVli)+ l h, (mU3i +nV3i)] = 0 (36)

dt 2 3

dR3;

+dt

dPOR

dt

dPa

I
+nv3)R3R+kaR3i-kaRii-y`[hI(MUIR+nVIR) +2h3(mU3R+nV3R)]=0 (37)

-(mu3+nv3)Pa = -gS[h1(mU11+nV1i)+h3(mU31+nV3i)] (38)

-aSrh,(mU,.+nV,R)+h,mU;+nV,R)]
at

The simple Euler backward scheme is now used to
integrate in time. So, for any equation dXi/dt
= f (X I, ... , X14) we have:

X,(,+A) = XI,)+A f(X(,,+A),
, Xi`a Al) (40)

The timestep is indicated with A. For each Fourier
component we thus have a set of equations of the form:

MX(`+11 = FM, forcing). (41)

This set has to be solved to obtain the values of the
variables one time step ahead. The right hand side is
formed by the `old' values of the variables, to which the
external forcing is added. The solution is now easily
obtained by inverting the matrix M. When the back-
ground state is constant in time, the matrix is also
constant and has to be inverted only once for each
Fourier component. Although it is not the intention to
go into technical details here, it is worthwhile noting
that the most efficient procedure is to integrate one
component for the entire integration time, store the
results and then deal with the next component. This
minimizes central memory and processor time require-
ments. To give an order of magnitude: on a grid of 1600
points and for a basic state independent of time, a 12-h
integration requires about 60 kw memory and 20 s
central processor time on a Cyber-175. This applies to
a 1-h time step, which should in practically all cases be
sufficiently accurate.

In view of this the model has a great potential for use
on a routine basis for urban areas in situations where
the atmosphere is stably stratified and air pollution
models are run. In such situations calculated velocity
fields can be valuable input. Compared to the more
complicated and much more expensive nonlinear
mesoscale models, the linear model presented here is
very simple in use because the initialization problem
hardly exists.

4. EXAMPLES

All experiments described here were carried out on a
grid of 1600 points, covering an area of 100 x 100 km.
(See Fig. 2. for the shape of the forcing function.) In the
first experiments the following model parameters were
used: y* = y3 = -10-5 kgM-4 (corresponding to a
lapse rate of slightly more than 2 kg km -' less than the

(39)
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dry adiabatic), h1 = hZ = 200 in, f = 10-4 s-', ka
= kb = 0.25 x 10-3S-1, S = 0.02 kg M-3 (corres-
ponding to a potential temperature jump of about 5 K
across the inversion), Qo = 0.02 kg M-3 (maximum
surface temperature in the centre of the urban region
of about 5 K). A large number of experiments were
carried out to investigate the effect of varying these
parameters, and it turned out that the steady-state
results were very similar to those obtained with the
simple analytic model described in section 2 (i.e. the
dependence of the amplitude of the circulation on
stratification, exchange coefficients and depth of the
circulation). In this section we therefore concentrate on
the influence of background flow and on transient
effects.

In a first experiment the background flow was
independent of height, namely, ut = u3 = 1 ms '
and Of = v = 0, When the model is run to a steady
state, which is approached very closely after only 2 It of
simulated time, the lower-level flow pattern of Fig. 3
shows up. The total velocity is shown, and typical
velocities associated with the heat-island circulation
are of the order of 1 ms -'. The zone of maximum
convergence is found downstream of the centre of the
heat source (black spot), of course, and from the fact
that the velocity field is symmetric around y = 50 km it
is obvious that the Coriolis acceleration plays an
insignificant role.

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------
----------------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

--------------------
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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The experiment was repeated for other values of the
background flow. As expected, the circulation pattern
is shifted downstream and becomes weaker when the
strength of the background wind increases. In terms of
the mean kinetic energy

KE= 1S (u;+u3+vi+v3)dS, (42)

where S is the model domain, the decrease in efficiency
of the circulation is not dramatic, however. For
background flows of 0, 1 and 5 ms - ', values for KE
are 0.115, 0.099 and 0.057 m2 s - 2, respectively.

Results from an experiment with a background flow
changing strongly with height are shown in Figs 4 and
5. In this case, ut = 1, v; = 0, ul = 0 and vJ
-4 ms- 1. It is interesting to see that the heat-island
flow pattern is displaced in a SE direction, in spite of
the fact that the vertical mean background flow is
almost northerly. Corresponding fields of the surface
pressure perturbation and density perturbation (at
level 1) are displayed in Fig. 5. The density perturb-
ation is almost axially symmetric with a slightly
displaced centre, while the pressure field is elongated

--------------------
--------------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------
--------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

X

Fig. 4.

surface pressure

interval: 0.02 mb
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towards the S. This can be understood by realizing that
perturbations in the elevation of the `free' surface are
advected by the upper-level background flow.

We now consider an example of a circulation in
which the Coriolis acceleration is important. As de-
monstrated in the analysis of section 2, this is the case
when the depth of the circulation is sufficiently large,
and the atmospheric stability sufficiently small. A
situation in which rotational effects are not negligible
is for example obtained by setting h, = h3 = 1000 in,

-0.5x10'Skgm-4, ka=kb=5x10-5s-'.
The forcing, switched on suddenly at t = 0, is the same
as in the previously discussed experiments. In this run
there is no background wind.

Rotational effects can best be made visible by
looking at one component of the velocity field. In
Fig. 6 the x-component of the lower-level flow (u1), in
cm s-', is shown fort = 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 h of simulated
time. The effect of the Coriolis acceleration shows up
as a turning of the dipole pattern. It is interesting to
note that overshooting occurs in the amplitude of u,.
After 3 h, maximum velocities decrease somewhat,
while the symmetry axes are still slowly turning in anti-
clockwise direction. The y-component of the velocity is
not shown, because it is identical to the x-component,
except for a rotation over 90°.

5. FINAL REMARKS

The examples given above are simple and just meant
to illustrate the behaviour of the model. To run the
model in an operational mode, one can envisage the
following sequence of steps:

(i) Determination of the inversion height to es-
timate h, as well as the temperature change over the
inversion to estimate S.

(ii) Determination of the background flow and
stratification for the two layers. From these quantities
an estimate of the appropriate mixing coefficients can
be made. A possibility would be to take the approach
of Louis (1979), who presents a scheme for the
calculation of mixing coefficients in dependence of
wind shear and stratification.

Fig. 5.
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Y 0.5 hr

Y 3 hr

(iii) Prescription of the forcing at the surface, as a
function of time when required, and decomposition of
the forcing into a two-D Fourier series.

(iv) Integration of the equations for each com-
ponent and storing of the results.

(v) Composition of the velocity (and, if required,
other) fields from the stored Fourier coefficients.
The output can then be used for air pollution models in
which advection of contaminants is taken into account.

When running the model for a specific heat island,
one should realize that the boundary conditions are
cyclic. A proper simulation thus requires that the size
of the model domain is substantially larger than the
horizontal scale of the heat-island circulation. This
also implies that the domain size should be taken
somewhat larger when the background flow is

stronger.
The model presented here could be extended in

several ways. Firstly, the number of levels could be
increased to achieve a better vertical resolution of the
circulation. Every additional level introduces six equa-
tions. In the formulation described in this paper a 14
x 14 matrix has to be inverted 1600 times (for each
Fourier component), for a four-level model, for in-
stance, one has to deal with 26 x 26 matrices. Another
possible improvement could be the inclusion of non-
linear effects. The most important one probably is the
modification of the vertical exchange coefficients by
the changing stratification. This can be handled by first
integrating the linear system in time with constant
mixing coefficients, and then rerunning the prediction

Y 1 hr

x X

Y 5hr

X X

Fig. 6.

by specifying new mixing coefficients in dependence of
the calculated temperature field in the previous run.
The effect of the change in mixing coefficients is best
introduced as additional forcing, i.e. in the right-hand
side of the appropriate equations.
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